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Whether you work by the piece or work by the day,
Decreasing the hours increases the pay.
—Nineteenth-century labor slogan penned by Mary Steward,
the wife of a Boston machinist and union organizer

R

elations between American workers and their employers worsened
greatly in the decades following the Civil War. Workers recognized
that the nation’s growing industrial might was giving factory owners,
bankers, and executives the means to build lives of fantastic luxury for themselves. Millions of working men, women, and children, however, remained
trapped in dangerous, exhausting jobs that paid poorly. Desperate to improve
their circumstances, laborers organized themselves into unions that demanded better wages and working conditions for their memberships. But their calls
for a more equitable distribution of America’s growing wealth were rejected
by the powerful corporations that came to prominence in the late nineteenth
century. Spasms of violence between the two sides erupted with increasing
frequency, ushering in an era of economic and political turmoil that rocked
America to its core.

Civil War Brings Industrial Changes
When the United States entered the second half of the nineteenth century, progress in its economic and industrial development was blunted by rising
hostilities between the North and South over slavery. The South’s reliance on
the enslavement of blacks for its labor needs had been a source of tension
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with the North since America’s earliest days of existence. But America’s internal struggle over slavery reached fresh heights during the 1840s and 1850s.
At that time, debates over whether slavery should be permitted in the country’s newly settled western territories sparked the growth of a powerful abolitionist movement in the North.
In 1861 the longstanding sectional divide over slavery finally exploded
into the American Civil War. This four-year conflict between the nation’s
northern and southern states ultimately claimed the lives of about 620,000
Union and Confederate soldiers. But it also ended slavery in the United
States, freeing about four million African Americans from lives of bondage.
The war also had a tremendous impact on America’s industrial development. As the conflict progressed, the North—which already possessed
huge advantages in population, industrial capacity, and capital—invested in
new factories and equipment to make uniforms, guns, ammunition, wagons, and other military supplies. When the war ended, these factories stood
ready to make a huge assortment of products for peacetime consumers. The
postwar South, on the other hand, was left reeling from a conflict that not
only destroyed a familiar way of life, but also smashed much of its limited
industrial infrastructure, including railroads and factories. As a result,
many Southern states became even more deeply wedded to agriculture for
their survival.
Northern lawmakers tried to help the South recover from its deep war
wounds during the Reconstruction era of 1865-1877, but these efforts failed
to erase the deep racial bigotry that existed throughout the region. Once
Reconstruction ended, whites refused to give black workers equal opportunities to prosper in the postwar South. Instead, they passed a variety of blatantly discriminatory laws against blacks. White southerners also instituted campaigns of terror and intimidation against black families that sometimes ended
in beatings or lynchings. These grim developments convinced growing numbers of black men, women, and children to move to the industrial cities of the
North beginning in the 1890s.

A New World of Mass Production
The men and women who constituted the leading edge of the great black
migration to the North found a labor world that was far unlike the one they
left behind. In the years following the Civil War, northern cities and towns
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This 1883 cartoon shows “robber barons” Cyrus Field, Jay Gould, Cornelius Vanderbilt, and
Russell Sage reclining on a platform of riches that is supported by working men of various
professions.

were completely transformed by the arrival of millions of new immigrants as
well as stunning changes in industrialization. Technological innovations like
the Bessemer steelmaking process, the steam-powered engine, and the telegraph had an explosive impact on the economy, as did the increased size and
efficiency of manufacturing and transportation operations. Chicago, for
example, experienced a meteoric rise in the space of a mere fifty years—from
a humble fort of less than 200 souls in the 1830s to a chaotic but vibrant
metropolis of 800,000 people by the late 1880s.
These changes to American business and society lifted the United States
to a whole new level of international influence and prestige. Observers in
Europe and America alike described this emergence as evidence that the
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world’s next great empire was in the process of being built. But the rapidly
changing economic and industrial landscape also had its dark side. The rise
of large corporations employing hundreds or thousands of workers made
labor-management relations much more impersonal than they had been in
the colonial era of small shops and apprenticeships. Factories also instituted
systems of mass production in which employees were assigned to carry out
the same limited, repetitive, and tedious tasks for their entire shift. “Mass
production left no place for the individual craftsman—the tailor who made
the whole suit, the shoemaker who made the whole shoe, the mechanic who
made the whole machine,” summarized one historian. “In his place you had
many workers dependent upon one another to make one product, each swiftly trained to do his narrow part of the job.”1
The powerful entrepreneurs who built and directed these massive corporate trusts became increasingly focused on the idea that long-term financial
success and industry control hinged on keeping operating costs low. Since
wages paid out to workers were one of their biggest costs, many business
owners focused on keeping wages low, while at the same time pressuring
workers to work at a fast—and at times even exhausting—pace. Yet these
same companies tossed workers off their payrolls whenever they pleased, and
they made little effort to provide a pleasant or safe working environment. “If
workers survived the threat of unemployment, they still faced the twin
specters of injury and early death,” wrote one historian. “Every working-class
occupation had its difficulties and dangers, from the explosions, fires, caveins, debilitating ‘miner’s lung,’ and other notorious perils of hard-rock mining
in the West to the ‘Monday morning sickness,’ asthma, byssinosis, tuberculosis, and maimings in the textile mills of the East.”2
America’s courts and legislatures offered no sanctuary for powerless
workers, either. Corporate giants used their wealth to secure much greater
access to politicians and judges than ordinary workers could ever hope for.
As a result, most of the laws passed during this era were slanted decisively in
favor of management. Workers felt helpless in the face of these trends, and
they came to regard America’s leading industrialists—men like railroad
tycoons Cornelius Vanderbilt and Jay Gould, telegraph tycoon Cyrus Field,
steel magnate Andrew Carnegie, oilman John D. Rockefeller, and financiers
Russell Sage and J.P. Morgan—as greedy and unscrupulous “robber barons”
who looked at workers in the same way they looked at timber, cotton, and
coal: as raw material to be used for their own enrichment.
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The Molly Maguires

M

olly Maguires were Irish-American miners from Pennsylvania’s dangerous anthracite coal fields who organized into a secret—and
extremely violent—union in the 1860s and 1870s. The union, formally
called the Workingmen’s Benevolent Association, arose in response to the
terrible working and living conditions that existed in the coal mining
industry at that time. When their calls for wage increases and other
improvements were ignored by the coal companies, the Molly Maguires
turned to violent strike actions and outright murder of local policemen
who were allied with the mine owners.

The Molly Maguires’ tightening grip over the Pennsylvania region
was broken in 1877, when an undercover agent working on behalf of the
mine owners exposed the union’s leadership. Nineteen members were
arrested for murder, and all were convicted in trials that were rife with
irregularities and questionable evidence. All nineteen men were eventually hanged—including ten in a single day, June 21, 1877.

The Emergence of National Unions
During the late 1860s and 1870s, workers in several industries formally
banded together in an effort to check the power of the corporations and
improve their own lots in life. They became convinced that only labor
unions—which could organize strikes, work stoppages, and boycotts in
response to unfair labor practices—had the potential to give employees any
hope of prevailing in clashes with management. These early organizations
had wildly different characteristics. Some of these groups were mutual aid
societies of modest scope, designed primarily to provide injury and death
benefits to members and their families. Others were strictly local unions organized to negotiate higher wages and a shorter workday. Indeed, securing an
eight-hour workday was a major focal point of organized labor activity in the
decades following the Civil War.
Many of these union organizations pursued their goals through peaceful
negotiations and strike actions, even when owners engaged in activities—like
unilateral wage cuts—that deeply angered them. The most successful of these
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groups were unions of skilled tradesmen who could not easily be replaced, like
the Pennsylvania-based Amalgamated Association of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers. Other unions embraced violence and intimidation as a way of striking back
against mine owners, laborers reluctant to join their groups, and the replacement workers or “scabs” that businesses hired to take the place of strikers. The
Molly Maguires of the Appalachian coal country were the most notorious purveyors of this sort of mayhem (see “The Molly Maguires,” p. 27).
Some of these local unions registered notable victories for their memberships, especially in industries like silver mining, which experienced a huge
boom in the postwar years. But the most important development in union
organizing after the Civil War was the emergence of national unions—labor
organization that united workers across different regions of the country.
The first major effort in this area took place in 1866, when the National
Labor Union (NLU) was founded in Baltimore, Maryland. Led by an iron
molder named William H. Silvis, the NLU rose in a few years to include about
200,000 workers from 300 local unions. Seizing the eight-hour day as its central goal, the union’s leadership asserted that a new age of labor-management
relations was dawning. “I love this union cause!” Silvis declared in one
speech to NLU rank and file. “Singlehanded we can accomplish nothing, but
united there is no power of wrong that we cannot openly defy.”3
Silvis’s optimism was dashed within a few years. The NLU was mortally
wounded in 1872, when it launched a failed bid to form a new political party
devoted to the labor cause. Within a few years of this setback the union itself
was no more. But its early years of success inspired other union organizers,
and in the 1870s and 1880s two major national unions—the Knights of Labor
and the American Federation of Labor—burst onto the scene.

Changing Fortunes in an Era of Upheaval
The Knights of Labor, initially founded in Philadelphia in 1869 by a
group of tailors headed by Uriah Smith Stephens, grew slowly in its early
years. But it expanded rapidly in the late 1870s and early 1880s for three reasons: 1) it drew in members of the National Labor Union after the NLU’s final
collapse in 1873; 2) it was accepting of both skilled and unskilled workers,
and welcomed women and blacks in an era when few other unions were willing to do so; and 3) it benefited from strong leadership from labor giants like
Terence Powderly and Mary Harris “Mother” Jones.
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The Knights of Labor generally avoided
strike actions and other confrontational tactics in its first years of existence. This stance
was mostly due to an economic depression
that swept across the United States in September 1873 and lingered for most of the remaining decade. The depression led many businesses to shed workers and slash wages,
which angered the Knights and other unions.
But organized labor knew that if it resorted to
strikes in response, legions of desperate
unemployed workers would gladly take those
jobs, even at extremely low wages. This concern was especially strong among unskilled
workers, but job security fears were also present among skilled craftsmen. Shoemakers,
printers, glassmakers, stonemasons, and
mechanics were harder to replace than miners, longshoremen, and other “unskilled” Terence Powderly led the Knights of
workers. Sales slumps during economic Labor during its years of greatest success.
downturns, though, put the jobs of even
skilled workers at risk because there simply was not that much work to be
found. As a result, when companies imposed wage cuts or demanded longer
hours on the job during economic downturns, even skilled workers felt they
had no choice but to swallow hard and obey.
On several occasions, sharp wage cuts and rising unemployment brought
explosions of violence from furious workers. The most notorious of these incidents came in July 1877, when wage cuts by powerful railroad companies triggered a series of violent riots in cities across the country, from Baltimore to San
Francisco. These outbreaks temporarily paralyzed the nation’s rail system,
which was the foundation of most of its economic activity. Federal troops were
subsequently sent into several cities to put down the revolt. Violence between
workers and soldiers flared up in some cities, but in most places the arrival of
troops brought an end to strike activity. The strikers grimly returned to work
because “they knew when they were beaten; they knew that they had no
chance with the government upholding the railroads. By the end of July, the
trains were generally running again and the strikes were over.”4
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The hard economic times led many struggling Americans to explore new
political belief systems that held out the hope of a better life. These political
philosophies included anarchism (a belief that society should have no government), communism (a belief that all private ownership should be abolished and all wealth shared equally within the community), and socialism (a
belief that society should be organized for the benefit of all members, with
state ownership of industry). All of these philosophies found some measure
of acceptance within the struggling labor movement, although other union
leaders and rank-and-file members rejected them.
The depression conditions of the late 1870s also shattered many of the
fragile national unions that had been formed after the war. One labor-oriented newspaper, the Labor Standard, reported in 1877 that the number of
national unions in America had fallen from thirty to nine in the space of four
years, and that the total number of unionized workers had declined from
300,000 to no more than 50,000.5
When the United States finally emerged from its economic difficulties at
the end of the 1870s, though, these same workers were extremely receptive to
union organizers. Battered by years of declining wages, nonexistent job security, and workdays that were once again creeping up into dawn-to-dusk territory, they liked the sound of an organization that promised them a measure of
power and self-determination. As one Massachusetts mechanic said in 1879,
“For the last five years the times have been growing worse every year, until
we have been brought down so far that we have not much farther to go. What
do the mechanics of Massachusetts say to each other? I will tell you: ‘We
must make a change. Any thing is better than this. We cannot be worse off,
no matter what the change is.’”6
The unions that managed to survive the nightmarish 1870s were able to
capitalize on this despair and recruit hundreds of thousands of new members
in the following decade. The Knights of Labor was at the forefront of this
explosion in union growth (see “The Knights of Labor Explain Their Cause
and Issue Demands,” p. 158). The organization boosted its membership rolls
from 19,000 in 1881 to 700,000 by late 1886. One key to this astounding
growth was the Knights’ success in two dramatic strike actions. Dropping its
long-time opposition to such confrontational tactics, it carried out a successful strike against the powerful Union Pacific Railroad in 1884, then followed
up one year later with an effective strike against the Wabash Railroad, which
was owned by the hated union-buster Jay Gould.
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This illustration of the Haymarket tragedy, titled “The Anarchist Riot in Chicago—A Dynamite
Bomb Exploding Among the Police,” appeared in the issue of Harper’s Weekly dated May 15, 1886.

The Haymarket Tragedy
The gains in wages and other benefits that members received from these
labor actions convinced many other workers to hitch their stars to the
Knights of Labor, but in 1886 the organization suffered two crushing blows.
The first was a tragic series of events in Chicago in the opening days of May.
On May 1, tens of thousands of American workers gathered together in the
heart of the city to take part in a “national strike day” organized by labor
leaders to demand an eight-hour workday across all industries. The Knights
of Labor supported this action, but other unions were primarily responsible
for organizing the Chicago demonstration (similar demonstrations were carried out in other cities across America as well).
The next two days unfolded peacefully, but on the evening of May 3 Chicago police shot and killed two strikers demonstrating outside a factory. Outraged
labor leaders decided to hold a rally in Chicago’s Haymarket Square the next day
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to denounce police brutality. About 3,000 workers gathered at Haymarket. They
conducted themselves peacefully, but when police decided to break up the rally
later that night, an unknown assailant threw a bomb into the police ranks,
killing one officer. The frightened and furious police then opened fire into the
crowd of mostly unarmed men and women. A full-blown riot erupted, and by
the time it was over seven policemen and eight civilians were dead.
The Haymarket riot triggered a tremendous backlash against organized
labor in general and the Knights of Labor in particular, since it ranked as the
nation’s largest union. After Haymarket, the American public became much
more sympathetic to mine owners, railroad companies, and other corporate
interests who argued that unions were populated with thugs, radicals, and
losers who did not respect the nation’s laws or traditions.
Pro-business newspapers continued to drive this message home during
the June 1887 trial of eight rally organizers who were arrested for inciting murder at Haymarket. The prosecutors were unable to provide any evidence linking
the men to the bomb attack—in fact, several of the accused were not even present in the square when the bomb throwing occurred—but the jury returned
guilty verdicts against all eight men after only three hours of deliberations. One
man was sentenced to fifteen years in prison, while the other seven were sentenced to death. Four were eventually executed by hanging and one committed
suicide in prison. The best known of the executed men was August Spies, a
labor leader and anarchist who boldly predicted that the Haymarket convictions would not quiet the working man’s demands for fair and humane treatment. “If you think that by hanging us you can stamp out the labor movement
… then hang us! Here you will tread upon a spark, but everywhere flames blaze
up.” The other three Haymarket convicts were released from prison in 1893.
They were pardoned by Illinois Governor John Peter Altgeld, who asserted that
the convictions had been a glaring miscarriage of justice.

Founding of the American Federation of Labor
The second major event that damaged the Knights of Labor was the
1886 founding of the American Federation of Labor (AFL). Initially composed of 13 distinct craft unions of skilled workers, the AFL experienced
tremendous growth under the leadership of Samuel Gompers, a London-born
cigar maker. Many skilled workers in the Knights of Labor switched to the
AFL after the Haymarket riot, and Gompers proved adept at bringing thou32
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sands of new unionists into the fold as well.
“[Union members] are forced by the conditions which surround them to organize for
self-protection,” he declared. “Where trade
unions are most firmly organized, there are
the rights of the people most respected.”7
Within six years of its formation, the AFL had
almost one million members.
The AFL’s roster of unions in the early
1890s included the United Mine Workers
(UMW), one of the nation’s leading organizations of “unskilled” industrial workers. But
the UMW, which claimed a membership of
about 100,000 workers in 1890, was unlike
virtually every other union under the AFL In 1886 the American Federation of
banner. Gompers believed that workers with Labor (AFL) was established under the
specialized skills, such as carpenters, glass- leadership of London-born cigar maker
Samuel Gompers.
makers, masons, mechanics, and printers,
were much better equipped than unskilled
laborers to demand higher wages, fewer hours, and better workplace conditions from their employers. This conviction led him to focus nearly all his
energies on gathering tradesmen to the AFL—and to stay away from the work
forces in mass-production industries.
Mindful that enemies of the Knights of Labor were able to use Haymarket
to paint that union as a collection of wild-eyed radicals, Gompers also worked
very hard to keep the AFL respectable in the eyes of the American public and the
executives and public officials with which it negotiated. Certainly, he was capable of using fiery language to recruit workers, condemn “wealthy parasites,” and
criticize corruption in America’s capitalist system (see “Samuel Gompers
Answers the Question ‘What Does Labor Want?’” p. 164). But Gompers steered
the organization away from anarchists, Communists, and other controversial
“radicals,” and he remained uninterested in joining forces with unskilled workers. In addition, Gompers and the AFL excluded women, African Americans,
and other minorities from membership. Finally, Gompers and the rest of the federation’s leadership adopted a strong anti-immigration position because they
thought that new immigrants represented a threat to the job security of AFL
members, thus weakening their bargaining position with management.
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Divisions within the Labor Movement
The unwelcoming stance of the AFL and some other unions towards
immigrants was not based entirely on economics. The leaders of these groups
were mostly of German, Irish, and English ancestry. Many of them looked
down on the Italians, Slavs, and other southern and eastern European peoples
that dominated immigration to America from the post-Civil War years
through the early twentieth century. This sense of racial superiority also contributed to their hostility toward African Americans, Chinese, and other
minorities, especially in industries where competition for
even exhausting, low-paying jobs was fierce.
“I love this union
But it was also true that the vast wave of immigrants
cause!” said William
that entered America from the 1870s through the mid1920s did constitute a huge pool of desperate workers who
H. Silvis of the
National Labor Union. were willing to take low pay for even the most exhausting
and dangerous jobs. This reality led unions like the Knights
“Singlehanded we can
of Labor to lend their active support to federal legislation
that placed restrictions on immigration to America, like the
accomplish nothing,
1885 Alien Contract Law. Similarly, African-American
but united there is
laborers who streamed into northern cities from the South
no power of wrong
competed for factory jobs long held by whites, and their
that we cannot
financial desperation sometimes did result in lower wages
for the entire work force. This reality led Gompers to
openly defy.”
describe blacks as a “continuous convenient whip placed in
the hands of the employers to cow the white men and to
compel them to accept abject conditions of labor.”8 Occasionally, these racial
animosities even exploded into violence, as was the case when white coal miners in Rock Springs, Wyoming, murdered 28 Chinese miners in an 1885 riot.
These tensions made it even more difficult for America’s workers to overcome the differences in culture, language, and appearance that existed
between ethnic groups. And as long as these walls of division remained high,
workers of different ethnicities found it difficult to find common ground and
present a united front for better wages and working conditions. Employers
recognized this basic truth, and so they adopted policies that purposely pitted
ethnic groups against one another. For example, corporations frequently used
blocs of African Americans, Chinese, or eastern European immigrants as
strikebreakers when unions filled with white members of west European
descent organized work stoppages to seek better wages or working conditions.
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This particular strategy paid enormous dividends for corporations
because strikebreakers—or “scabs,” as union members called them—were
hated by organized labor with white-hot intensity. The Socialist writer Jack
London, author of Call of the Wild and other famous stories of the Yukon,
summarized union sentiment when he wrote that “After God had finished the
rattlesnake, the toad, and the vampire, he had some awful substance left with
which he made a scab. A scab is a two-legged animal with a corkscrew soul, a
water brain, a combination backbone of jelly and glue. Where others have
hearts he carries a tumor of rotten principles.”9 Holders of such views made
no allowance for the fact that the strikebreakers were often just as desperate
to feed themselves and their families as the strikers were.
Some elements within the American labor movement did try to bridge
these ethnic divisions and unite all workers under the same working-class
banner. The National Labor Union was an early pioneer in this regard, and
other organizers sensibly argued that including African Americans and immigrants could greatly boost the negotiating power of labor. But these efforts
remained the exception rather than the rule until the early 1900s. Instead,
minorities and eastern European immigrants continued to wander America’s
cities as outcasts from labor groups that could have benefited mightily from
their inclusion. As one black observer bitterly commented in 1899, “They
hang the negro in the South, but they are not so bad in the North; they just
simply starve him to death by labor unions.”10

American Society on the Edge
By the early 1890s the people of the United States could look back with
pride on three successive decades of immense population growth, startling
territorial expansion, ingenious technological advances, and escalating industrial power. These elements had brought many Americans, from office workers and shopkeepers to skilled AFL tradesmen, to new heights of comfort and
security. Moreover, this so-called “gilded age” of American history lifted the
nation’s elite upper class—the families who owned and directed America’s
great banks, railroads, mines, and factories—into lives of incredible wealth
and luxury. But America was also a powder keg of rage and frustration, for
millions of working-class Americans had been left behind in this era of economic expansion. By 1890, in fact, the richest 1 percent of the country’s population had more wealth than the total of the other 99 percent.11 As one histo35
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rian observed, “never before or since in American history have the rich been
so rich and the poor so poor.”12
Whether they toiled in the silver and copper mines of the West, the coal
and oil fields of Pennsylvania, or the mills and factories of the big cities, millions of unskilled workers remained mired in poverty. The anger and despair
felt by these workers was further intensified by the fact that the only shelter
they could usually afford for their families took the form of filthy, crowded
tenement buildings or threadbare shacks. Nor could they afford decent food
or clothing for themselves or their children. Yet when they issued cries for
better pay or safer workplaces, they were treated to humiliating verbal attacks
from wealthy countrymen like Baptist minister Russell H.
Conwell, who famously sermonized that “Ninety-eight out
“There is not a poor
of one hundred of the rich men of America are honest. That
person in the United
is why they are trusted with money.…While we should
States who was not
sympathize with God’s poor—that is, those who cannot
help themselves—let us remember there is not a poor permade poor by his own
shortcomings, or by the son in the United States who was not made poor by his
own shortcomings, or by the shortcomings of some one
shortcomings of some
else. It is all wrong to be poor, anyhow.”13
one else,” declared
The long years of working-class struggle—with few
signs of meaningful progress—finally convinced many
Baptist minister
industrial labor unions that if they ever hoped to claim a
Russell H. Conwell.
greater share of the wealth they were helping to create, they
“It is all wrong to be
needed to take bolder steps against the companies that
employed them. These steps ranged from major strike
poor, anyhow.”
actions to acts of sabotage and other violence against corporations. Management responded with harsh and sometimes vicious strikebreaking strategies. Often working in league with allies in the state and federal
governments, they worked to imprison labor leaders and smash unions with
greater energy than ever before. By the time it was all over, the 1890s had hosted some of the most famous labor-management clashes in American history.

The Homestead Strike
In 1892 alone, approximately 1,300 labor strikes flared across the American business landscape.14 Some of these resulted in union victories in the
form of higher wages or shorter working days, but the most famous of these
strikes—the Homestead Steel Strike—was a crushing defeat. This labor battle
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The 1892 strike action at Carnegie Steel in Homestead, Pennsylvania, was broken when the
governor of Pennyslvania ordered state troops to take the factory back from strikers.

in Pennsylvania pitted the Amalgamated Association of Iron and Steel Workers, a union of skilled workers in the steel industry, against Carnegie Steel,
the most powerful steel company in the United States.
The president of Carnegie Steel was Henry Clay Frick, who viewed
unions as little more than criminal organizations designed to extort money
from business owners. When the union issued demands for better pay and
other management concessions in July 1892, Frick responded by shutting the
plant down. He believed that the plant closure would destroy the Amalgamated union and force the workers back to their jobs, but instead the union
orchestrated a seizure of the factory. Furious at this development, Frick hired
a 300-man army from the Pinkerton Detective Agency. This company provid37
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ed many of America’s top corporations with “security services,” including
strikebreaking and harassment of union organizers. The arrival of the Pinkertons, though, set off a deadly exchange of rifle fire and dynamite attacks. The
strikers successfully turned back the Pinkertons, but they had only a short
time to celebrate before state troops came and took control of the plant under
orders of Pennsylvania Governor Robert E. Pattison.
With the factory back under his control, Frick used trains to bring in
strikebreakers. Many of these men, lured by vague promises of work, did not
even know they were being used as strikebreakers until they arrived at Homestead. This last blow shattered the union beyond repair. Broken by Frick’s
ruthless tactics, the strikers gradually returned to work. Strike leaders were
arrested and charged with a variety of crimes, including murder. Although
they were eventually acquitted, Carnegie Steel blacklisted them and then
spent the next several years stamping out the few remnants of union activity
that remained in the region.

The Pullman Strike
Dozens of other strikes, boycotts, and work stoppages garnered newspaper headlines across the United States in the final years of the nineteenth century. The only one that rivaled Homestead in notoriety and long-term influence, though, was the Pullman Strike of 1894.
The Pullman Palace Car Company was a Chicago-based manufacturer of
luxury railroad cars for wealthy travelers. Financial success had enabled it to
follow the lead of other big manufacturers and form a company-owned “town”
for its employees to live in. The establishment of these towns, which featured
company-owned grocery stores, shops, services, and rental homes, enabled
corporations to recoup virtually all the wages they paid out to their workers.
The Pullman company town was nicer than many other company towns
of the era, but the workers still recognized that they were living their entire
lives in the grip of their employer. As residents of the town often said, “We
are born in a Pullman house, fed from the Pullman shop, taught in the Pullman school, catechized in the Pullman church, and when we die we shall be
buried in the Pullman cemetery and go to the Pullman hell.”
Nonetheless, Pullman workers grudgingly accepted this state of affairs
until May 1894. At that time, the company responded to sluggish economic
conditions by abruptly firing some workers and imposing steep cuts in wages
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This drawing from a contemporary American newspaper shows hundreds of freight cars set
afire in a Chicago rail yard by rioting workers during the 1894 Pullman Strike.

and hours to the remaining employees. This blow was further worsened by
the company’s refusal to reduce the rent on the company-owned homes in
which the workers and their families lived.
The outraged workers subsequently turned to the American Railway
Union (ARU), which not only organized a strike against the Pullman factory
but also instigated a nationwide boycott in which ARU members refused to
run trains containing Pullman cars. This strike was spearheaded by ARU
president Eugene V. Debs, who was already well on his way to becoming one
of the most famous figures in American life (see “Eugene Debs Asks ‘What
Can We Do for Working People?’” p. 160). In some parts of the country the
boycotts spiraled into riots in which angry workers vandalized or destroyed
freight cars and other railroad property.
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Company owner George Pullman called on Illinois Governor John Peter
Altgeld to use state troops to break the strike. Altgeld not only refused Pullman’s request, but publicly sided with the strikers. This was a stunning development not only for Pullman, but also for other corporations across the
country that had always been able to rely on government military support
when they fell into disputes with labor.
When the ARU ignored a federal court order to end the strike, President
Grover Cleveland sent 12,000 U.S. troops to Chicago to confront the strikers.
Thirteen strikers were killed in clashes with the troops, who successfully put
down the strike and arrested Debs. The labor leader was eventually sentenced
to six months in jail for defying a federal court order. Debs underwent a political conversion to socialism during his imprisonment, and after his release he
became the most prominent Socialist figure in America.
The Pullman Strike itself, meanwhile, further darkened the mood of tension and anxiety hanging over the United States. Even after it ended, Americans from all walks of life continued to debate what it meant for the country’s
future. “The entire nation felt the shock of the Pullman strike,” observed one
study of the conflict. “Conservatives were dismayed by the governor’s sympathy for laboring men who had defied the courts. And for those who felt that
the country was in the grip of plutocracy [government by the wealthy], the
Pullman strike was almost a last straw. To them, the railroad owners merely
had to snap their fingers to have judges and soldiers come rushing to force
workingmen back to underpaid and unorganized labor.”15
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